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Introduction Mobile devices are ubiquitous, and with built-in GPS (global position system) receivers and applications they have become powerful mobile mapping tools. At a cost of $200 for each device and free software, you have a tool that displays your location in a map or satellite image at all times, take georeferenced photographs and also records the track of where you have been. Presented here are basic guidelines for using Android devices to display your location in the field overlaid on standard basemaps, satellite imagery or customized maps, and collect georeferenced location data. There are a variety of Android applications available to do this with new ones are being developed all the time. We present here a couple applications that we have tested and verified they meet our mapping and data collection needs. Of these application, most important is OruxMaps. Desired tablet mapping functionality



To meet field mapping and data collection needs, we have been looking for tools with very specific functional requirements:



    



Ability to display basemaps and satellite imagery offline1; Ability to show and record current geographic location while offline (e.g. must have GPS); Ability to upload and display customized spatial data (such as land cover classes); Ability to upload and display 3rd party imagery; Ability to add and edit spatial data while in the field.



To date the Android applications discussed here meet all the above requirements except the last one -- we still cannot edit spatial data in the field. Of course there are sophisticated mobile GIS (geographic information system) programs with the ability to meet all these requirements (for example ESRI’s ArcPad), but to purchase the devices, programs and then learn to operate come at a high cost. In Table 1, we summarize functionality of the different tools discussed here, starting with a recreational quality GPS receiver, mapping Android applications and two Android applications for collecting georeferenced survey data. These are all discussed here, although the main focus of this document is on the application of OruxMaps. Table 1. Summary of selected Android applications and functionality.  



Garmin  Oregon  GPS 



Google Maps  for Android 



Google  Earth for  Android 



OruxMaps  



Yes 



No 



No 



Yes 



Yes. This  can be  challenging 



No 



Yes 



Yes. 



Kml/kmz  data 



 



Record tracks 



Yes 



No 



No 



Yes 



Take geotagged  photos 



Yes 



No 



No 



Yes  



Edit geographic  features 



No 



No 



No 



No 



Record location  Upload  customized  maps 



In the past the primary tool for collecting location data was the handheld global position system (GPS), however with the integration of GPS receivers into tablets, smartphones and many other devices the use of dedicated recreational quality GPS receivers is becoming obsolete. Today, for the same cost we can purchase a mobile device that does much more than collect location latitude/longitude coordinates. However, if all you want to do is collection of location points then the dedicated GPS receiver is easier to use and does not have all that additional functionality that might distract or confuse the user. The Garmin Oregon receivers we prefer have the additional functionality that they can take georeferenced pictures (the same as tablets). The collection of georeferenced pictures is 1



“Offline” means while not connected to the Internet (i.e. no Wi-Fi connection). -2-



an almost fool-proof way to collect field data which are inseparable from the location and time collected. For example, field data can be written on a piece of paper and captured in a georeferenced photograph picture. The resulting digital image file documents the data, location and date (see figure 1).



Figure 1. Example of a field data capture through a photograph with a Garmin Oregon GPS. Our tests have found that the spatial accuracy of Android devices and recreational quality GPS receivers is similar. Note that in figure 2 Android devices and Garmen Oregon GPS receivers demonstrated similar accuracy; with a spatial range of the data is approximately 24 m, this suggests an expected error of 12 m on either side of the true location. This test was made during the winter when the trees had little foliage (we would expect poorer accuracy during the season where the trees have full foliage)
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Figure 2. Comparison of GPS tracks from different Oregon GPS receivers (red), Android tablets (green) and Android smartphones (yellow). Why Android devices?



There are several types of mobile devices on the market these days and corresponding operating systems (Table 2). We have decided to focus our attention on devices running the Android operating systems because the Android OS is Open Source and, therefore, available to run on a wide variety of mobile devices, including smart phones and tablet computers. The fact that the Android operating system is developed by Google, who is also the world learner in mapping applications (Google Maps and Google Earth) is a plus, since one would expect location services to be well integrated into the OS. Today Android is the most popular mobile device operating system on the market. Table 2. Mobile devices that can potentially be used for mapping. Device



Operating System



Smart phones and tablets (multiple manufacturers)



Android OS (Google)



iPad tablets, iPhones



iOS (Apple)



Windows smart phones and tablets



MS Windows 7/8



Blackberry mobile devices



Blackberry



Even though these guidelines primarily reference Android tablet computers, everything discussed here should also work on Android smartphones. The Android tablet



At the time we were writing these guidelines our preferred Android tablet for its functionality, ease of use, price and size is the Samsung Galaxy 2 tablet Wi-Fi2, which comes with the Android 4.1 operating system. Of course by the time you read this there might be a better Android tablet on the market. Note that unlike your typical ruggedized recreational GPS, most tablets can be easily damaged by water and being dropped. We recommend you purchase sheath for the tablet and always have a plastic bag hand while in the field in case it rains. We also recommend the purchase of small portable backup-up chargers (


http://www.samsung.com/us/mobile/galaxy-tab/GT-P3113TSYXAR For collecting survey data we have been testing the use of Android tablets with Open Data Kit (ODK) and iFormBuilder. 3
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Garmin Oregon GPS Our current GPS of choice is the Garmin Oregon 550 GPS, which in addition to the standard GPS navigation functionality takes georeferenced photos. Documentation is available in both English and Spanish at: https://buy.garmin.com/shop/store/manual.jsp?product=010-0069710&cID=145&pID=26875 Georeferenced pictures that are taken with the GPS are stored in the director “Garmin/dcim/10000grnm” on the receiver and can be downloaded by using the USB port to connect the GPS to your computer. Installation of custom maps



The following document provide detailed guidelines to load custom maps onto the Garmin Oregon GPS and display them in the field: http://www8.garmin.com/outdoor/custommaps_instruct.pdf Rather than repeat these guideline, we only summarize these instructions to give you an idea what is required: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Go to http://my.garmin.com to register the GPS and install software on GPS. Create a jpg map or remote sensing image. Load map into Google Earth, georeference and save as kmz. Copy kmz file to the following directory on GPS receiver: /GarminCustomMaps 5. To display map in GPS, in the menu go to “Setup>Map>Map Information” and select customized map.



Google Earth (GE) Google Maps4 and Google Earth5 are the most popular mapping programs used by the general public. They both run on Windows computers and Android devices, and display satellite imagery, which for an increasing number of places on the planet is high resolution (


5



http://maps.google.com/ http://www.google.com/earth/index.html -5-



Working offline



Furthermore, GE has limited capacity to work offline. While connected to a Wi-Fi the map tiles displayed and stored the GE cache on your device, where they remain until the cache is full, at which point older tiles are deleted to make space for the new ones. Therefore, what you need to do is before you go to the field (and while you are still connected to the Wi-Fi) display in GE the places you plan to visit. You can increase the size of the cache by selecting in the GE menu “Settings>Data Cache Size>Large.” Google Maps for Android has a new feature for making maps available offline, however it is only for the standard Google baselines and does not include satellite imagery. To use this feature navigate to your area of interest, select in the GE menu “Make available offline” and then follow the instructions. Displaying your own data in GE



Say you stratified an area by land cover and now you want to verify your land cover strata in the field. To do this, you will want to display in your tablet computer your land cover polygons on top of the GE satellite imagery and also see your location. Here are the steps for doing this: 6. Use Google Earth for Windows to save your land cover polygons as a kml (or kmz) file. 7. Copy the kml file to your tablet (There are many ways to do this, such as connecting the tablet to your computer thru the USB port, sending via Bluetooth, using DropBox or emailing the file)6. 8. With an Android file manager (such as Astro) navigate to the kml file and tap the file name to open it. You will then be prompted to select among the programs that can open this type of file (probably GE and OruxMaps). Select GE (see figure 3).



6



You will probably want to store your maps and other data on you external micro SD card, which is identified as “/storage/extSdCard” (not to be confused with “/storage/sdcard0,” which is the reference to the internal memory on your device). -6-



Figure 3. Example of customized polygon data displayed in GE for Android.



OruxMaps OruxMaps is our preferred Android mapping application because of its ease of use, functionality and cost. It can be found on Google’s “Play Store” or downloaded for free at http://www.oruxmaps.com (currently we are using version 5.2.3). Of course, this does not mean there is no other application out there that better meets our needs or that one will not be developed in the near future (especially considering how quickly this technology is changing). The developer of OruxMaps has been putting out new updates or a regular basis7. We present here those basic features that are most useful for our basic mobile mapping activities. There is much more to OruxMaps and we, therefore, encourage you to take advantage of the user manuals which are available online in both English and Spanish (along with 6 other languages8). Operation of OruxMaps



Selection of maps to view



When using OruxMaps you can select to display online maps and offline maps. To do this tap from the top menu “Maps>Switch map” then select either “Online” or “Offline” maps and then select the map you want from the list of available maps. If you are connected to a Wi-Fi you have access to over 50 maps to select from. The only offline 7



If you are making good use of this free software we suggest you make a donation to the developer (through the website) to award his good work. 8 Note that after launching OruxMaps you can select the language by pressing the menu button the “Settings>Application>Select Language.” -7-



map that comes with the device is the world map. Fortunately, it is easy to create an offline map of the geography you are interested for any one of the online maps. This is discussed below the section on the “Map creator tool.” If you have a micro SD card in your device you will probably want to store your offline maps there, rather than taking up space in your tablet’s main memory. To specify the location to store offline maps tap the menu button then “Settings>Maps>Maps directory” and navigate to the location where you want your maps (e.g. “/root/storage/extSdCard/OruxMaps/MapFiles”). It is easy to share existing OxusMaps maps by copying the map files to your MapFiles directory (you will have to press the refresh button in the upper right corner to update the map database on your device).



Figure 4. OruxMaps top level menu options (graphic taken from OruxMaps manual). Basic OruxMaps navigation



Now that you have displayed the map you want, you are ready to start navigating. Panning, and zooming in and out are the same as most Android mapping programs. The buttons located in bars on the left, top and right of the display (see figure 4) provide additional functionality. The top button on the right side turns-on the GPS and shows your location.



In the top panel are the options for tracks, waypoints, routs and maps, with pull-down buttons for recording tracks, creating waypoints and selecting maps to display (among many other functions). [icon] Photo Waypoints Geotagged photos are great for documenting land cover at a specific place and time. To take geotagged photos tap on “Waypoints> Photo Wpt” in the top button bar to enable the -8-



camera. After taking the picture, make sure you tap Save. The photos taken in this way are tagged with the latitude and longitude coordinates, linked to the other waypoints and exported with the tracks. The photos are also saved in the following device folder: /storage/sdcard/DCIM/Camera9 One problem we have had is sometimes while in the field it is easy to inadvertently pan away from our current location (when this happens a line in the map is displayed between the current location and panned location) and end-up recording a waypoint for the panned location instead of the current location. To make sure you are creating a waypoint for your current location, tap the pan button (right button bar) twice to synchronize OruxMaps and your location. Exporting tracks After you have finished recording your track, tap “Tracks>Manage,” check the tracks you are interested in from the list and then touch the screen for a second. A dropdown menu will appear where you can select “Export as ...”. We usually use the “KMZ” option. OruxMaps will then generate a GE kmz file with your tracks in the folder: /storage/sdcard/oruxmaps/tracklogs You can now copy the kmz file to your computer and viewed in Google Earth. To export waypoints tab “Waypoints>Manage” and follow similar procedures. Import GE kml files There are two ways to overlay kml (or kmz) vector maps in OruxMaps: In the first way, in OruxMaps tap the “Maps>Load KML Overlay” and then navigate and select the kml file you want to display. In the secon way, use a file manage application (such as Astro) to navigate to the kml file of interest and double-click on it. This will display the option to select a mapping application to view the data (probably OruxMaps and Google Earth), at which point Select OruxMaps. Map Creator tool



OruxMaps Map Creator tool provides the solution to making online maps available offline. Here are the steps to use OruxMaps map creator tool: 1. While connected to a Wi-Fi, in OruxMaps tap the “Maps>Switch map” button, then the “Online” tab and select the map type you want to download. 2. Navigate to the map extent you are interested in downloading. 3. Tap “Map>Map creator.” 4. You are now prompted to tap of screen to select two corners that define the extent to download.



9



Note that if you device is connected to your computer, this folder will look like: Computer\\Tablet\DCIM\Camera. -9-



5. Select the zoom levels to download (higher zoom number is more detail). Select several levels, since these define the scales you will be able to zoom to offline. Also note that the zoom levels determine the size of the files to be downloaded and there is a limit (believed to be 256MB). 6. Give your map a name. We recommend you include the geography, type of map and maximum zoom level in name to make it easy to find in the future. In your “OruxMaps/Mapfiles” folder, OruxMaps will create a folder with the name of your map that contains the downloaded map files. This folder can be shared with others interested in using this map offline. Once you have downloaded your map you can display it by tapping the “Maps>Switch Maps>Switch map” or the “Maps>Switch map here” buttons. The latter button filters the maps to just the offline maps that are available at your current location. Other tools for creating offline maps



In addition to the Maps Creator tool, there are other ways of making maps available for offline use. We have already discussed above the use of Google Maps offline, Google Earth (using cache to save maps) and displaying your own kml data in Google Earth. In the next section we present MAPC2MAPC Windows program as a tool for converting your imagery to OruxMaps format. MOBile Atlas Creater10 (MOBAC) is another Windows program for creating maps compatible with OruxMaps. This tool is not covered in these guidelines, but here are some links to 3rd party documentation you will find useful if you want to try MOBAC: http://androgeoid.com/2010/09/creating‐offline‐maps‐for‐android‐apps‐with‐mobac‐i/  http://pvanb.wordpress.com/2012/03/19/create‐mobile‐maps/ 



Windows programs to assist Android mapping We describe here several Windows-based programs we have found useful for supporting Android mapping endeavors. Windows Explorer



The easiest way to manage files on your Android device is to connect it with the USB cable to your computer and use Windows Explorer. The default location for your OruxMaps files is: “/storage/sdcard/oruxmaps” MAPC2MAPC



This is a Windows program to convert maps between different formats. Of particular interest here is the conversion of a geoTIFF raster file to a format compatible with OruxMaps. The application of this program is more complex than the other tools presented in this document and is intended for someone familiar with GIS. MAPC2MAPC can be downloaded for free11, however a $16 donation is required to remove the programmers “+” stamp on the converted images (which is strongly 10



http://mobac.sourceforge.net/ - 10 -



recommended). In addition to the MAPC2MAPC program, “FWTools Listgeo.exe” must be downloaded and installed on your computer to process geoTIFFs12. For more information of using MAPC2MAPC we suggest the following 3rd party documentation: http://androgeoid.com/2010/09/convert-scanneddigital-map-images-into-offline-androidformat-with-mapc2mapc-part-i/ Preparation of geoTIFF MAPC2MAPC program has limits to the size of a geoTIFF that can be converted (we were able to convert tifs up to 1GB in size). Therefore, if your image is larger than 1GB you will need to use a GIS program (such as ESRI ArcGIS) to split the image into smaller files and then convert these files separately. Converting imagery Once you launch MAPC2MAPC.exe on your computer, select from menu “File>Open Calibration” and the geoTIFF (.tif) file you want to convert. The program takes several minutes to load the .tif and the .tfw files, so be patient. We often get an “unknown field with tag 42113” warning, which we ignore. If you get an “Unhandled exception” error message, then image might be locked in ArcGIS and you need to close that program. After several minutes of processing, you are asked to select the projection (e.g. UTM zone13) and the datum (e.g. WGS84). The program should then display a message similar to the following, which means your image has been successfully loaded: G:\AF\Ghana\Imagery\WV_Juabeso\Eluekrom_2.tfw Eluekrom_2 using G:\AF\Ghana\Imagery\WV_Juabeso\Eluekrom_2.tif as image file Calibration file and image loaded Input datum is WGS 84 Map is 24110 wide by 17564 high 6.571679 -2.990952 0 0 6.571665 -2.881910 24109 0 6.492226 -2.881928 24109 17563 6.492240 -2.990953 0 17563 Projection Metres/pixel(mm1b)=0.499999745633752 Average projection error in simple TFW (Plate Carree)=.9509



Now to convert your image go to “File>Write Mobile Atlas” and select “Orux sqlite *.db,*.xlm”. If the “Allow tile select” option is checked, a sequence of screens are displayed for you to select the tiles you would like to include in the final image. Once the image is processed the output image of MAPC2MAPC is stored in the folder “_atlas” which contains a .xml and a .db file. Copy this folder and contents to your OruxMaps/mapfiles folder on your mobile device to use image in OruxMaps. When you go to select the map with the image in OruxMaps 11



http://www.the-thorns.org.uk/mapping/ Specifically, I downloaded and installed “listgeo-geotifcp-win32-x86-112502” from http://dl.maptools.org/dl/geotiff/libgeotiff/ . 13 For the WorldView imagery of the Juabeso landscape, the projection is UTM 30N. 12
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you will need to click on the “Refresh map list” button (upper right of display) to update the map database. GeoSetter



This free Windows program facilitates management of Geotagged photos. It provides the following functionality:    



Displays photo lat/long coordinates Maps photos Maps waypoints and tracks Converts photos and other data into Google Earth KMZ file (Menu => Image => Export to Google Earth)



Dropbox



https://www.dropbox.com/ Dropbox provides an easy way to transfer information from your computer to your mobile device. Whatever you store in your Dropbox folder on any of your devices is accessible on your other devices. To download files into the Dropbox while connected to the Wi-Fi so you can access them on offline line, go into Dropbox on that device and click on the ”favorite” icon.



Conclusion To setup Android tablets computers and smartphone we suggest you install and become familiar with the following application on your Android device.  OruxMaps  Google Earth  File manager application (e.g. Astro). Like all computer programs, it is important to give the tools you will be counting on a good workout before you go to the field. If you have any questions about using your Android device for mapping contact RA’s Geospatial Analyst ([email protected] ).
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